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I purchasefd the bundle, which gave me the dlc for a very small price. However even then the content it adds is really, really
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small. No new receipes, only 6 more levels that do no introduce anything new. There is not even any ending, or additional
achievements!!! The free dlc was awesome, and this one is really not worth the price in comparison.. 6 overly simplistic levels.
Not even as fun as the ones from the core game. I hope they add more free levels to this DLC.. Not the dlc i was waiting for.
Too short , it sure didnt worth the money it costs. Also i am disappointed by not adding some stages at versus mode.. The DLC
is VERY VERY VERY short. It's justs 6 new simple levels with no story at all.. "Way too short." This was the theme of the
reviews before I started playing and after completing the Lost Morsel, that review is accurate to a T. Extremely disappointing in
terms of value of money to content ratio. Will NOT recommend unless they add in free DLCs to this expansion. To be honest.
this is barely an expansion. The festive DLC was much better.. 3 bucks in our local store (u00a521) - sure it's short but we got a
big kick out of it - with a lot of replay value, even.. I think 5.50$ is a little high for this add-on. Considering that the base game
contains around 30 levels (not including Festive Seasoning) and cost around 20$, I think 3$-4$ would have been a more
appropriate price for an add-on that only adds 1/5 worth of content. That said the content here is fun even if it's just more of the
same; there aren't any new recipes or game mechanic changes like Festive Seasoning did, which is free BTW. The new dinosaur
chef is my favorite. In conclusion, it's good, but could have been better and it's a little too expensive. My review is mixed, but
because there is no "maybe" option, I'll recommend it simply because it's more Overcooked.. Way too short - only 6 levels
completed it in 20 mins. Me and my friend loved Overcooked, so I decided to pick up this DLC. We were NOT expecting it to
be this short, and for u00a34, I wouldn't recommend it. It's good, but I think it's way too short and the festive DLC was miles
better and free.. Wow. Is it over already? Yes. A couple hours of gameplay for $6. I would really hope there's an update for this
containing the rest of the DLC they accidentally left out.
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